
Name: __________________________________

    Chapters 15 - 19

  1.   What memory did The Giver need forgiveness for after 
transmitting it onto Jonas?

a.  sadness b.  warfare

c.  hate d.  crime   

  2. Describe The Giver's favorite memory.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

  3.  How did Jonas parents respond when he asked them if they loved him?  How did Jonas feel 
about their responses?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

  4.   Jonas was now aware that memories shaped personal experience and ability to understand.  
What is one situation in which Jonas realized that the people in his community don't actually 
understand what they're feeling?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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Name: __________________________________

Chapters 15 - 19

  5. On the unscheduled holiday, what game did Jonas realize his friends 
were playing and why did he beg them not to play it anymore?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  6.      Why did one of the newborn twins have to be released?  How did they decide which one 
was released?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

  7. What type of memories did The Giver transmit onto Rosemary that changed her and ultimately 
made her request release?    

a.  pain b.  truth

c.  family d.  family

  

  8. What disturbing facts does Jonas learn about release after watching the video of his father 
releasing the newborn twin?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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  ANSWER KEY

    Chapters 15 - 19

  1.   What memory did The Giver need forgiveness for after 
transmitting it onto Jonas?  b

a.  sadness b.  warfare

c.  hate d.  crime   

  2. Describe The Giver's favorite memory.

The Giver's favorite memory takes place at Christmastime.  The glow of the fire is illuminating 

the living room where family is gathered to open presents.  Grandparents are there and a 

Golden Retriever is laying on the floor.  The home is filled with love, and this is why it is The 

Giver's favorite memory.

  
 3. How did Jonas parents respond when he asked them if they loved him?  How did Jonas feel 

about their responses?

When Jonas asked his parents if they loved him they responded by laughing and asking him to 

use more precise language.  They proceeded to tell him that love is such a generalized term 

and so meaningless that the word has almost become obsolete.  Jonas didn't agree that love 

was meaningless because Jonas had never experienced a stronger or more meaningful 

memory than the memory of love.

  4.   Jonas was now aware that memories shaped personal experience and ability to understand.  
What is one situation in which Jonas realized that the people in his community don't actually 
understand what they're feeling?

One example in which Jonas realizes people don't actually understand feelings is when he 

reflected upon Lilly sharing her feeling of anger at the boy who broke the rules on the 

playground.  He realized that Lilly did not feel anger because he now understood what anger 

was since he had memories of it and had actually experienced anger.     

(Answers will vary)
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    Chapters 15 - 19

   5. On the unscheduled holiday, what game did Jonas realize his friends 
were playing and why did he beg them not to play it anymore?

Jonas realized that his friends were playing the game of war and this greatly upset him 

because Jonas now understood what war was, and how terrible the effects of war are.  The

memory of it was so strong, and so upsetting to Jonas that he begged them to stop

playing that as a game even though he knew they couldn’t possibly understand.

  6.      Why did one of the newborn twins have to be released?  How did they decide which one 
was released?

One of the newborn twins had to be released because they could not have two identical 

looking people in their community.   If they did it would make it impossible to tell them apart 

thus, the need to release one.  Whichever baby weighed less was the one that was chosen 

for  release.

  7. What type of memories did The Giver transmit onto Rosemary that changed her and ultimately 
made her request release?  a    

a.  pain b.  truth

c.  family d.  family

  

  8. What disturbing facts does Jonas learn about release after watching the video of his father 
releasing the newborn twin?

After Jonas watched the video of his father releasing the newborn he was horrified.  Jonas 

learned that release isn’t a wonderful or peaceful experience, it's death.  He witnessed his 

father filling a syringe with a liquid and injecting it into the newborn child until he no longer 

moved.  Then he placed him in a box and simply pushed it into a chute.  Release was not 

what Jonas expected.
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